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Introduction 

 

Whether you are an attorney, paralegal, law librarian or legal researcher, any legal professional 
who works in the expert search and research arena must surely notice that the space is highly 
fluid, dynamic and evolving at a near dizzying pace. 

 

Almost weekly, a new product, service, company emerges and each touts the latest and 
greatest approach for solving the expert location and research conundrum.  It's really no 
surprise.  The old adage, “litigation in the United States is a battle of experts” is arguably still 
largely true.  Interestingly, however, expert witness research and retention techniques continue 
to be highly variable and fragmented and even vary widely among legal professionals in the 
same firm. 

 

With these phenomena as a backdrop, we decided that a comprehensive survey would be of 
great utility to better understand how legal professionals actually now identify and research 
experts. 

 

The survey was completed by 580 legal professionals with varying roles in their firms and 
representing firms of varying sizes and orientation. The survey respondents have one thing in 
common: all are deeply involved in the day in and day out practice of litigation. 
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Demographics of Survey Respondents 

 

A total of 580 people responded to the survey.  Of those, 65.3% personally conduct research on 
expert witnesses and 20.0% supervise research conducted by others. 11.4% of the respondents 
request others to perform research for them.  The majority (81.5%) of the respondents are 
attorneys. The remainder list themselves as librarians/information professionals, claims or 
knowledge management professionals.  

 

Many respondents (48.6%) are from small firms (2-49 attorneys) and 18.0% are from medium 
firms (50-199 attorneys).  Members of large firms (200+ attorneys) make up 16.9% of the 
respondents.  The remaining respondents are solo practitioners or work for corporate law 
departments or insurance companies.  

 

Survey respondents are primarily based in the United States.  Respondents reside in the South 
(31.4%), the Midwest (27.0%), the Northeast (20.0%) and the West (19.8%).  There were 7 
international professionals that completed the survey.  
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Performing a Google search is the most common approach used to locate an expert with 
specific expertise.  Other top methods include sending inquiries to colleagues either inside or 
outside the firm, as well as searching internal databases.  The majority of respondents prefer to 
perform search themselves, as opposed to using an outside search firm.  Other write-in answers 
include searching Amazon for authors of books on the needed expert subject matter, seeking 
referrals from other experts and researching trial transcripts. 

Internet Search (e.g., Google)

Send email within the firm

Search internal database

Send email to colleagues outside of the firm

Use a 3rd party expert database

Ask librarian or associate to perform research

Use expert witness directory

Rely upon outside counsel

Reference an association listserve

Use expert referral firm(s)

Search large expert witness company website

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

When looking for an expert with specific 
expertise, what do you do?

(check all that apply)

Weighted Average

(Never) (Sometimes)   (Always)
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Over half of the respondents to this question (50.1 %) have never used an Expert Witness 
Referral firm to acquire an expert witness.  Of those that have used such a service, 28.1% have 
used TASA for their referrals.  The Round Table Group (Thomson Reuters Expert Witness 
Services) is the only other firm to have been used by more than 10% of the respondents. 

 

One response typifies an overall sentiment expressed by many respondents: “I use such outfits 
only if I cannot come up with a local/regional expert from my own experience or referral from 
other counsel. Word of mouth (is) a much more reliable source.”  Other respondents indicate 
that they have located experts by turning to an independent firm that employs a team of 
experts, such as Robson, Charles River Associates and others.  

 

 

I have not used any expert witness referral firm

TASA

Round Table Group (or Thomson Reuters/West)

Forensis Group

The Expert Institute

IMS Expert Services

Expert Connect

GLG (Gerson Lehman Group)

DOAR

AMFS

86 Pillars

Cahn Litigation Services

Teklicon

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Have you ever used any of the following 
Expert Witness Referral firms?

(If yes, check all that apply)

Responses
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Consistent with the last question, 71.4% of respondents do not plan to use any expert witness 
search service provider during the next 12 months.  The three most mentioned providers for 
those respondents planning to use one were TASA, the Expert Institute and Round Table Group 
(Thomson Reuters Expert Witness Services). 

 

One respondent noted concerns about using experts obtained via an expert witness referral 
firm—“I have always had a hard time using referral firms on the defense side particularly. After 
one jury trial where the plaintiff used a service, and we brought that out on cross, one of the 
jurors commented that ‘once we heard they got their expert from Experts R Us, they lost a lot 
of credibility.’ So, until there is some sort of a work around where the service perhaps finds the 
expert, but is not directly involved, I will have a difficult time getting too enthusiastic.” 

I do not plan to use any expert witness referral firm
TASA

The Expert Institute
Round Table Group (or Thomson Reuters/West)

Forensis Group
IMS Expert Services

Expert Connect
GLG (Gerson Lehman Group)

DOAR
86 Pillars

AMFS
Cahn Litigation Services

Teklicon
Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Do you plan to use any of the following expert 
witness referral firms during the next 12 

months? (Check all that apply.)

Responses
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42.1% of respondents have never used an expert witness directory.  Of those that have, nearly 
one-third prefer to use a state or local bar association listing.  Only three of the listed firms:  
ALM Experts, SEAK and JurisPro were used by more than 10% of those taking the survey.  The 
most popular “Other” mentions include the DRI list server and state defense bar association 
database. 

 

 

I have not used any expert witness directory

State or Local Bar Association Listing

ALM Experts

SEAK

JurisPro

Other (please specify)

Experts.com

Courtroom Insight

Expert Pages

FEWA (Forensic Expert Witness Association)

HG Experts

LexVisio

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Have you ever used any of the following Expert 
Witness directories?

(If yes, check all that apply)

Responses
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There are many important evaluation criteria outlined by expert witness researchers.  Verifying 
licenses and credentials is the top priority, followed closely by confirming details found on 
curriculum vitae.  Authenticating degrees and education ranked third in importance, followed 
by vetting of Daubert or similar challenge outcomes, when available.  Recommendations, 
reviews and testimonials from other attorneys who have direct experience working with the 
expert are the next most valuable piece of information followed closely by testimony 
transcripts.  

 

Licenses, credentials

C.V., including prior versions

Reported degrees and education

History of Daubert, or similar challenges

Recommendations/Reviews/Testimonials

Testimony transcripts

Published expert witness reports

List of publications

Prior retention history (hiring attorneys/law firms)

Prior retentions history (ultimate client/party)

Verdicts and settlements from prior cases

Expert’s social media posts

Political contributions

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

When researching experts, how important are 
the following sources/research items? (Please 

indicate the importance for each category.)

Weighted Average

(Never) (Sometimes)   (Always)
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When searching for information on expert witnesses, the majority of those taking the survey 
turned to DRI (60.3%) and Westlaw (59.9%) to research experts.  Lexis Advance was the third 
most popular resource with 31.8% of respondents using its service.   Bloomberg was used by 
17.3% of respondents and Daubert Tracker data was relied upon by 12.8% of respondents.  
Expert Witness Profiler, Lexis Profiler Suite and Fastcase were all used by approximately 10% of 
those taking the survey.  Those that indicated they used “Other” sources mainly utilized a state 
or regional defense association database.  

  

 

DRI
Westlaw

Lexis Advance
Bloomberg

Daubert Tracker
Expert Witness Profiler

Lexis Profiler Suite
FastCase

Hein Online
Courtroom Insight

Expert Witness on Demand (EROD)
EBSCO

ProQuest
TrialSmith

Other (please specify)
None of the above

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Which outside sources have you used to locate 
information about an expert witness previously? 

(select all that apply)

Responses
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Issues that present the most difficulty during effective expert witness research are unreliable or 
incomplete information and a lack of sufficient research tools.  One popular mention includes 
difficulty in assessing an expert’s level of experience in testifying.  Time pressures to complete 
the research and client’s unwillingness to pay for expert witness research are the next two 
biggest roadblocks facing respondents. Challenges to effective research can be summed up by 
one respondent who stated “there is no best place to go for all experts.” 

 

 

 

Information is
unreliable or
incomplete

Current
resources do
not provide

comprehensive
profiles (need

more tools)

Time pressure
to complete

research task

Client is
unwilling to pay

for expert
witness
research

Not enough
resources

(need higher
budget or
additional

individuals to
help perform

research)

Lack of
knowledge

sharing within
the firm

Expert research
not regarded as

an important
process by firm

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

What issues present the most difficulty for 
effective expert witness research? (Please 
indicate the importance for each category.)

Weighted Average (1 = Least Important, 2 = Somewhat Important, 3 = Very Important)
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At the conclusion of a case, the majority of respondents file all expert witness information 
away, along with the case file. The problem with this approach is that, often, no one else knows 
which experts have been researched, which files contain the information and the extent of the 
research.  In many cases, research may end up being repeated for subsequent matters. In 
others, attorneys may not be aware that an expert has already been retained or vetted.   Other 
respondents collect their expert witness research information in an internal electronic 
database, thereby making it available to others in the future.   

 

Archived with other
case file documents

Stored on shared
internal server

Mapped to expert
witness name (e.g.
Courtroom Insight)

and stored on a
shared internal

database

Research materials
sent directly to

attorney

Other (please specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

At the conclusion of a case, what happens to 
collected information regarding a hired, 

opposed or researched expert? (Ex. 
documents) – select all that apply

Responses
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Almost 60% of respondents have been surprised by at least one aspect of an expert’s 
background or expertise.  32.5% of those taking the survey have been surprised by prior 
opinions and 18.5% have been surprised by the expert’s challenge history or exclusions.  
Attorneys also have been surprised during trial with discrepancies involving other seemingly 
straightforward, easy to obtain information such as an expert’s work history and education.  

 

Further, several respondents reported being surprised by an expert’s criminal history, lawsuits 
involving the expert, malpractice suits, plagiarism and falsified curricula vitae.  These findings 
reiterate the critical importance of thoroughly vetting an expert witness. 

 

 

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Have you ever been in a work situation where 
you were unprepared/surprised by something 

about an expert’s background or 
experience? (If yes -select all that apply)

Responses
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Fortunately, only 10.4% of respondents report being involved in cases that were directly 
impacted by insufficient knowledge about expert witnesses.  The two most commonly reported 
situations involve prior testimony containing conflicting opinions and misstated licenses or 
credentials.  Specific examples include the following: 

• An expert’s credentials had been restricted between the time he was retained/deposed 
and the date of trial. 

• An unlicensed expert who claimed his license was valid was impeached. 
• An expert misled counsel about his experience as an expert witness and completely 

folded during his deposition. 
• An expert published several articles that contained opinions which contradicted his 

opinion in the case. 
• An expert let his engineering license lapse prior to testifying at trial. 
• Opposing counsel had not vetted its expert and was unaware of several troubling 

Daubert challenges and testimony exclusions. 
• A purported nurse providing medical bill review was not licensed. 
• A highly regarded and recommended expert did not testify well before the jury, 

although he performed fine during his deposition. 
 

N/A No Yes, please explain
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Has lack of sufficient knowledge/research 
about an expert involved in a case ever 

materially impacted a case outcome for a case 
in which you were personally involved?

Responses
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For More Information 

 

Courtroom Insight      www.courtroominsight.com 

 

Daubert Tracker       www.dauberttracker.com 

 

Expert Witness Profiler             www.expertwitnessprofiler.com 
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